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Participation in youth soccer continues to grow, creating a greater demand for coaches than ever

before. You might be a parent who has never played soccer, but you now find yourself on the

sidelines wondering what youâ€™ve gotten yourself into.   Over the years, tens of thousands of

coaches in your situation have turned to the American Sport Education Programâ€™s (ASEP)

Coaching Youth Soccer book, and this new fifth edition delivers even more information in an

improved format to help calm your fears, identify and organize your tasks and responsibilities, and

bolster your confidence as a coach   Written by ASEP in conjunction with Sam Snow, director of

coaching for US Youth Soccer, Coaching Youth Soccer is the resource for coaches of athletes ages

14 and under. It presents sport- and age-specific coaching tips and advice as well as general

coaching principles and information on sport first aid that coaches need for success on and off the

field.   This fifth edition includes over 45 activities and 40 coaching tips, combined with more than 70

photos and 50 illustrations, all in a reorganized format to make it even more practical for coaches.

Chapters on attacking and defending, along with a new chapter on goalkeeping, are included to

provide more in-depth information on playing these positions. The sport first aid section has been

expanded to include guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on dealing with

concussion (soccer is second only to football in frequency of concussion).   Part of the long-running

Coaching Youth Sport Series, Coaching Youth Soccer provides a dynamic and effective method for

teaching soccer fundamentals, making it a must-read for youth soccer coaches preparing to meet

the challenges and enjoy the rewards of working with young athletes.  v
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If you are a volunteer parent that is kind enough to dedicate your time to coaching soccer, but have

never played it nor coached it, this book is for you. I applaud your desire to improve yourself in this

department.If you have coached other sports, but are new to soccer, this is a decent intro to the

rules of the game and skills required. Though please go watch some YouTube videos on the

fundamentals of dribbling, passing, shooting, and tackling mechanics. The descriptions of these

techniques are not good.If you know the game of soccer but have never coached, this book has

some info regarding player safety, handling parent and player issues, prep for practices and games,

etc. But the other half discussing soccer skills and drills is not great.I was looking for new ideas for

drills and other techniques for teaching different fundamentals. I did not find them here. Most of the

drills in the book are not good. They are unimaginative and I can see some as being

counter-productive. One drill jumps to mind where a player must shoot from distance but cannot go

past a certain line to follow up his shot....terrible. I need the opposite of this.There is a section that

says "19 Gamelike Activities". 5 of these activities are goalie drills...huh?I did find 4-5 games that I

may experiment with and adjust to make better, but overall I was a little disappointed. This book is

not for anyone who has done any other research elsewhere first.Even for the absolute beginner,

there are better places to start. Go pay $20 and take the F license course through US Soccer.

Better info, better drills, nearly the same price, and you will have a shiny certificate.

If you are like me and don't know what the heck the rules are or what's going on when your son or

grandson is playing soccer, this is a Godsend. Easy to read, well illustrated.

I like the book but for some reason it's freezing in the "Defense" chapter.
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